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THIS IS THE last edition of what has been a huge year for
electronic percussion.
The January NAMM Show saw the debut of newcomer ATV
with its aD5 module and a preview of Alesis’ planned sample-
based Strike module.
In the second half of the year, Pearl and Steven Slate Drums
showed a prototype of the new mimic Pro module featuring
samples from Slate’s upcoming VST pack.
And in September, Roland showcased its new TD-50 flagship.
There’s a new TD-50 module and new digital triggers – a 14”
snare and an 18” ride.
We detail that product in this edition, together with
information about Yamaha’s new external triggers and ATV’s
second e-drum offering, the aFrame.
And it isn’t just the big companies putting out new products.
Unheralded, devoid of hype and totally self-funded,
Versatriggers burst onto the scene with the first wireless
triggers. Initially only available as internal triggers for drums,
the range has been extended to include an adaptor box which
works brilliantly with cymbals and other pads as well as a hi-
hat solution. We review the latest additions this month. 
Our profiled artist in this edition, Narada Michael Walden,
started off as a drummer, but has a string of Grammy and
Emmy awards to his name as a producer of number one hits.
Even though he is now involved at a much higher level,
drumming is still very important to Walden, and he values the
contribution of electronic percussion.
Readers will also hear from Roland artist Pat Kennedy, who
talks about how e-drums have shaped his career.
We welcome a couple of new contributors to this magazine.
Firstly, drummer, educator and mix/mastering engineer Luke
Oswald shares some DAW tips. Luke is the main drum
software educator at Groove3.
We’re also joined by Mexican drummer and educator Raul
Vargas who will provide regular lessons, and he kicks off with
some fills that you should find useful.
As we end the year, I’d like to ask for your feedback. We are
again running our Readers’ Choice awards, where you choose
the best e-drum products and vote for the e-drummer of the
year. Please take a few minutes to cast your votes here.
Finally, thank you to everyone involved with digitalDrummer for
your support in 2016. I am sure all who enjoy the magazine
join me in thanking our contributors for their solid work
highlighting the gear, the artists and the techniques which
make electronic percussion one of the fastest-growing areas
of music.
I hope you enjoy this edition and look forward to your feedback.
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New products come early
Normally, the big manufacturers unveil their new offerings
at events like NAMM or Musikmesse, but there’s been a
recent rash of releases.

Jamming is addictive with this KAT
They say you can’t hurry love. You also can’t rush
Alternate Mode products and Allan Leibowitz checks out
whether the jamKAT was worth the wait.

Another ‘amped’ KAT
KAT Percussion has expanded its amplifier/PA offerings
with the HD400, which Scott Holder got to test.

More wireless triggers
They’ve been available for less than six months, but
already the Versatrigger range has been refined and
extended. Allan Leibowitz reviews the updates. 

Multiple options in single pedals
The move to bigger bass trigger pads makes the choice
of pedal even more important, and digitalDrummer did a
quick round-up of some of the more popular pedals out
there.

Narada Michael Walden
Narada Michael Walden started off as a drummer, but has
a string of Grammy and Emmy awards to his name as a
producer of number one hits. As he tells digitalDrummer
editor Allan Leibowitz, electronic drums are an important
part of his hit-making arsenal.
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ws ... Get the latest e-drum news at www.digitaldrummermag.com/news ...  

How I use e-drums
2012 Roland V-Drums US champion Pat Kennedy talks
about how e-drums have shaped his career.

DAW to creativity
Luke Oswald explores Digital Audio Workstations and how
they can be used for e-drumming.
Gen16 tool gets a makeover
The Gen16 software editor has had a revamp and Allan
Leibowitz tried out the new version.

E-cajon and beyond
Much like the acoustic percussive box on which they are
based, electronic cajons are popping up all over the place.
This month’s DIY project is an e-cajon with a twist, from
Canadian Antonio de Braga. 

Finding your fill
This edition sees the start of a new educational feature.
Raul Vargas kicks it off with some fills.

My Monster Kit
This month’s oversized kit belongs to Keegan Ostrowski
from San Diego, California.
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New products
come early

Normally, the big manufacturers unveil their new
offerings at events like NAMM or Musikmesse,
but there’s been a recent rash of releases.
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ROLAND USED SEPTEMBER 9th (a hark
back to the TR-909 Rhythm Composer) to
debut its new V-Drums flagship and some
other products.

The new TD-50KV and TD-50K flagship kits
are powered by the TD-50 sound module. This
module, with new samples and Prismatic
Sound Modeling, “supports deep sound
customisation, including adjustment of heads
and shells, layering of internal and user
samples, and adjustment of overhead mics
and ambience”, according to Roland.

Additional features include user sample
playback via SD memory, multi-track recording
via USB and balanced audio outputs.

There are new triggers in these kits in the form
of the PD-140DS Digital Snare and CY-18DR
Digital Ride.

The 14-inch PD-140DS Digital Snare features
Roland’s newly developed multi-element
sensor system and a three-layer mesh head
for natural rebound and feel. Working together
with the module’s advanced processing, hits
across every area of the pad are more closely
detected, and playing dynamics are captured
in minute detail.

The CY-18DR Digital Ride is Roland’s largest-
ever cymbal pad, at 18”. It also boasts a new
high-resolution, multi-sensor system that
detects every stroke from edge to bell areas. In
conjunction with the TD-50 module, players
can enjoy dynamics and response not
previously possible with any ride cymbal pad,
the company claims. 

Also new is the optional KD-A22 Kick Drum
Converter package which adapts a 22”
acoustic kick to become a trigger for the TD-50
module, enabling a player to incorporate the
familiar feel and stage presence of a traditional
kick drum with their V-Drums set-up.

The full kits with a street price of $4,799 (TD-
50K) and $7,499 (TD-50KV) are currently
shipping, and separate components should be
available early next year.

digitalDrummer hopes to include a full review
of the new flagship in our next edition.

At the other end of its range, Roland also
launched the TD-1KPX V-Drums (below), the
latest addition to its portable kits line. 

The TD-1KPX comes with an 8” snare pad and
three 6.5” PDX-6 V-Pads for toms – all with
mesh heads. CY-5 cymbal pads are included
for cymbals and hi-hat.

And, as a follow-up to the ELCajon EC-10
launched earlier this year, Roland released the
EC-10M ELCajon Mic Processor, a unique and
innovative creative tool for acoustic cajon
players. Compact and battery-powered, the
EC-10M enables the user to trigger electronic
layered sounds with their own instrument via
an included clip-on mic. The EC-10M also
offers the ability to trigger additional sounds
with two integrated foot pads or optional kick
trigger pedals, and includes a looper function
for creating rhythmic phrases with electronic
sounds. PD-140DS Digital Snare
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Yamaha has added two external triggers to its
line. The DT50S is a dual-zone trigger for
snares and toms and the DT50K is a single-
zone unit designed for kick drums.

Housed in solid metal die-cast bodies, both
triggers simply clip onto acoustic rims with
finger-tightening.

The dual-zone triggers are compatible with the
tom inputs of the current DTX modules, but
new firmware is being rolled out which is
believed to make them compatible with the
snare inputs.

No pricing details were available at publication
time.

ATV Corporation, which launched its aD5
drum module at NAMM in January, has
released details of its new instrument, the
aFrame (below).

The aFrame is an all-in-one instrument, with an
acoustic-like playing surface and a built-in
sound processor.

The instrument features “Adaptive Timbre
Technology” which, according to ATV,
dynamically adapts characteristics of a number
of filter groups, and produces a broad range of
tonal variations based on playing surface
conditions and tonal frequency components
that vary with each percussionist's playing
style.

Tones can be created using the onboard
acoustic and electronic sounds, and further
enhanced with internal high-definition stereo
effects. Up to 80 user-defined tones can be
saved in the built-in memory.

There are no details yet of pricing or
availability.

Yamaha’s new DT50 triggers
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The twelve FSRpad layout of the jamKAT™was designed
specifically for hand percussionists. Allowing for natural
hand movements, gestures, and techniques found in
playing instruments such as congas, bongos, tabla,
shakers, etc.

This instrument has an amazing feel, response and
dynamic range thanks to the power of the DITI. For the first
time, you can play with just your fingers, expression never
realized on any hand drum controller.

The DITI incorporates many “gestures” designed for hand
drum playing. It knows when you want to sustain a sound
simply by pressing on the pad. It can send out controller
information such as pitch bend, panning, expression, etc.

The DITI can play alternate note patterns, velocity shifting,
note shifting, etc. It can even play different sounds
depending on the pressure of another pad. You can play
chords and transpose patterns.

“A new instrument
for a new way

of playing.”

Introducing the jamKAT™MIDI Hand Percussion Controller

Alternatemode.com| @ALTERNATEMODE

jamKAT
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They say you can’t hurry love. You also can’t
rush Alternate Mode products and Allan
Leibowitz checks out whether the jamKAT
was worth the wait.
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Jamming is
addictive with

this KAT
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IT’S BEEN A couple of years since I saw
the prototype jamKAT at NAMM, but it’s
taken a few software and hardware
incarnations to get it ready for market.
Now, the controller is available for sale, so
it’s time to put it through its paces.

What’s in the box
The jamKAT is a multi-zone trigger device.
It consists of 12 FSR pads, laid out on a
14” circular playing surface, much like a
piccolo snare drum.

The pad arrangement is organic – it’s not
concentric circles or geometric divisions;
rather it is a bunch of odd shapes designed
for easy hand access.

The jamKAT has no onboard processor or
sounds, but instead ships with a single
HD12 cable. Think of it as a 12-zone
trigger pad.

Connections
So, there’s no processor or samples on
board. You need something to play with the
jamKAT – and not just anything. You can’t
plug it straight into your drum module or
computer.

The processing power comes courtesy of
Alternate Mode’s DITI TMI (trigger to MIDI
interface).

Now that’s either a blessing or a curse,
depending on your experience level and
desire to dive deep.

The DITI is a smart interface but, like all
Alternate Mode products, needs a different
mindset. But to their credit, Alternate Mode
have dumbed it down a bit and also
provided plenty of control buttons, unlike
its previous products which used the
sensors to change values on the set-up
parameters. You need to select a Pad
Type, in this case jamKAT, and the DITI
knows it’s driving 12 FSR pads, one of
them supplying power to itself and all the
rest.

You could probably just set and forget, but,
again like all its original KAT siblings, this
controller has layers and layers of tweaks,
from sensitivity to sustain, gate and all
sorts of other parameters.

But even with a jamKAT and a DITI, you
still can’t produce sounds. You need a
synth of some sort – either a drum module
or a VST set-up. Alternate Mode has its
own dedicated jamKAT synth, the gigKAT
powered by Kurzweil. This is the same
sound source installed in the top-of the-
range trapKAT (dD, November 2012).

To access individual kits, you call up the Kit
Type on the DITI, and scroll through the
gigKAT patches.

The DITI library has kit patches for a range
of popular modules as well, so you could
call up the individual patches of a Yamaha
DTX700 or a Roland TD-30, for example. 
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And Alternate Mode has also programmed
kits for one of the most impressive
percussion VSTs, Flying Hand Percussion
(see opposite).

In action
The layout of the pad suggests that it is
primarily designed for hand drumming, but
you can also play the jamKAT with sticks or
mallets.

The pads are remarkably sensitive, not just
to taps, but also to pressure, so that notes
can be sustained by simply hitting and
holding.

The dynamic range is huge – from the
slightest touch to a solid whack, the
jamKAT is like playing an acoustic
instrument, and the dynamics can be
further heightened by altering the response
behaviour in the DITI.

At its most basic, you can call up a drum kit
on your module or gigKAT and start playing
beats. Of course, you can add a kick pad
and a hi-hat controller to the DITI for
hands-and-feet playing.

Similarly, you can connect the DITI to a
computer, using a MIDI/USB interface, and
start triggering your favourite drum VST.

But I’m sure it won’t be long before you
find yourself drifting off into composer
mode, playing tuned percussion or virtual
brass or strings. While I’ve had a huge
range of band and orchestral instruments
available to me both through VSTs and on
some of my modules, the drum kit layout is
simply not conducive to melodic playing.

The pad layout on the jamKAT is just the
opposite – you almost can’t help yourself.
And when you can programme the DITI so
that you’re triggering chords or scales from
a single pad, it’s even more enticing.

There is, however, one limitation – no
sequencer or recording capability. So, if
you come up with a great riff, you have to
remember it or notate it and play it
manually the next time you want to hear it.
Of course, you can spend another $150
and buy a looper, but some would question
why that functionality isn’t built in
somehow.

So, after a few weeks of playing the
jamKAT, starting with drum sounds and
inevitably straying into melodics, I’m
wondering if I could use this
“professionally”. Yes, I could see the value
of the additional triggers as an extension to
a ‘traditional’ e-kit. And, as World Music
creeps into the mainstream, I can see the
value of the full jamKAT/DITI/gigKAT
alongside an acoustic or electronic kit. 

I can only wonder at what a percussion
maestro like Pete Lockett could get up to
with the jamKAT!

But the biggest potential for this instrument
has to be the DJ market. I can see this as
a perfect accompaniment for the drumming
DJ, able to trigger all kinds of sounds and
effects, basic patterns and the like.

I could also see some scope for the
instrument in musical theatre, where a vast
array of weird and wonderful instruments
can be required. Shows like the Cirque do
Soleil productions would certainly benefit
from the full rig.

And finally, the organic layout and wide
range of instrument samples means the
jamKAT is not limited to drummers and
percussionists. Keyboard players could
quickly adapt to the versatile playing
surface. Of course, the limitation for full-
blown instrumentalists is getting by with
just 12 notes (although, as mentioned,
scales and note progressions can be

Click to access video demonstrations

12 www.digitaldrummermag.com
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I tested the jamKAT with several VSTs, but
nothing came close to the experience of
playing a virtual hand drum with hand
percussion sounds.

On Mario’s advice, I tested the trigger pad
with Flying Hand Percussion (FHP), an
exquisite, richly sampled collection of
percussion pieces from around the globe.

The review DITI had been set up with
several FHP patches,
but I still had to
download the 10 GB
of samples from
HandheldSound.

The pack has more
than 30,000 individual
samples with up to 20
velocity layers and up
to three microphone
positions. 

There are plenty of articulations, and each
has been mapped to a different zone on
the jamKAT. So, just as the tone would
change as you moved around a Djembe or
a frame drum, striking different parts of the
jamKAT produces different sounds. 

FHP is a very versatile collection of
sounds, made with traditional and

improvised instruments, including plastic
bottles. You’ll find something for almost
any song you encounter.

In the hands of a skilled player, this would
be hyper-realistic, and even someone
baffled by the acoustic equivalents will find
themselves adapting their playing to the
instrument.

FHP runs on Kontakt, and while it doesn’t
load as a library, Alternate
Mode can provide you with
a multi that includes all the
MIDI mapping for the
patches available for the
jamKAT.

The VST pack sells for
$175.

To play it with the jamKAT,
you will require a full retail
version of Kontakt version

5 or higher. FHP will not work with the free
Kontakt Player.

You’ll also need a DITI to interpret the
triggering and a MIDI/USB interface to
connect the DITI to your computer. Oh, and
you’ll also need heaps of time because
once you start playing, it’s very, very hard
to stop.

A match made in heaven

Learn The Drums With The World’s Best Instructors
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programmed so that you get different notes
from the same pad).

Overall
The jamKAT is a terrifically expressive
trigger device, well designed and
ergonomic with fantastic expression. If it
were plug and play with modules,
computers or iOS devices, it would be
walking out the door.

The need for the extra bits of gear may be
enough to put some buyers off, which is
unfortunate.

The DITI is an impressive piece of gear,
but at close to $500, it seems like overkill.
Yes, it’s enormously capable – able to not
only translate impulses from the jamKAT,
but to control cross-fading, cross-switching,
layering, slot switching, chords and
alternate mode patterns.

Of course, with all that capability comes a
steep learning curve – even with the
wealth of training material available on the
Alternate Mode website.

There’s no doubt it’s currently a niche
product with a hefty price tag. The jamKAT
itself is very well priced at $399 for a 12-
zone trigger. That’s in the price bracket of a
12” snare pad. But unfortunately, the cost

doesn’t end there – you will certainly need
a DITI ($499) to power and control it.
There’s a bundle discount of about $50 on
that combo ($848.99).

And that’s really enough to get you playing
if you already have a module or VST
solution (and an interface). If not, you’re up
for another $629 for a gigKAT (or a total
bundled price of $1,397.99).

Clearly, that’s a whole lot more expensive
than something like a Roland SPD-SX
($800) or a HandSonic HPD-20 ($899),
which will put off some buyers.

But it is a delight to play and the jamKAT
certainly expands the musicality of its
players. Watching inventor Mario DeCiutiis
with his baby, it’s clear that he built this
device for his own delight – and it’s
certainly delivering for him. If others
appreciate his efforts, he’ll be equally
thrilled, but you sense that he would be
happy just sharing the musical journey with
the dedicated few who just love what
Alternate Mode does.

Personally, I like what he’s done, but some
may prefer to see something simpler, more
plug and play, cheaper and with more
mass market appeal. But that’s what
separates haute cuisine from fast food!

14 www.digitaldrummermag.com
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Electronic, acoustic and hybrid drumming

Electronic, acoustic and hybrid drumming

The 682Drums conversion kit will greatly improve 
the playability of your Alesis pads, or other kits 
with Medeli mylar pads, while reducing ambient 
sound (-20dB).

Alesis mesh head conversion

Drum mics for studio and stage. At these prices, 
no better choice.

Drum mics from the specialist

Stereo E-cymbals with choke. Available in 12 and 
14 inch sizes.

E-cymbals

Top quality mesh heads with a perfect, natural 
bounce.

Mesh Heads

Improve your 2BOX with 682Drums mesh heads.

How to 
improve 
a great kit

The brand new E-kick is now available!

E-kick

The center placement gives perfect response and 
crosstalk is eliminated.

Triggers
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KAT Percussion has expanded its amplifier/PA offerings
with the HD400, which Scott Holder got to test. 

Another ‘amped’
KAT

116 www.digitaldrummermag.com
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THE HD400 CONSISTS of two passive
satellite speakers along with tripod pole
stands and a powered subwoofer/controller
cabinet, reminiscent of Roland’s old PM-30
or Yamaha’s MS-100DR personal
monitors. 

The satellites connect via a standard,
unbalanced (mono) ¼” cable. On the front
of the main cabinet, inputs consist of two
paired sets of L/R ¼”, one XLR and a 1⁄8”
stereo (for your mp3 player). Front panel
output consists of a single stereo ¼” that’s
nominally for headphones but could
obviously be for anything appropriate.
Each input and output has a dedicated
volume control. 

Detailed audio controls start with a three-
band EQ for frequency control at 60
Hz/800 Hz/10 kHz. A sub level control lets
you control subwoofer volume. A high shelf
filter controls higher frequencies from the
satellites while a low notch filter allows you
to specify a frequency between 100-450
Hz and then cut it by up to 10 dB. Lastly,
there’s a set of effects (Room Reverb, Hall
Reverb, Chorus and Reverb, Delay and
Reverb) which can be adjusted for level, as
well as a master gain control for these
effects.

The rear panel has ¼” L/R outputs for the
satellites. There are also L/R XLR outputs
for direct outs to other devices. The XLR
pair has its own volume knob. An XLR “mic
thru” sends the signal from the front XLR
input, bypassing any effects from the
cabinet. This allows for an independent
signal to be sent to a mixing console or
even another speaker, similar to how KAT
does it on the KA2 e-drum amp. It has a
ground lift switch associated with this
connection: it disconnects pin 1 on the
XLR connection to help eliminate the
dreaded 60 hz “hummmm”, also how KAT
does it on the KA2.

The Inside
The 50 W satellites are two-way speakers
with a 6” mid-range and a  1” compression
driver. Once again, using the approach on
the KA2, the compression driver is much
more efficient in handling power and its

sound dispersion is far more controllable
than with most tweeter designs. The result
is a cabinet that packs a punch across all
frequencies. 

The 400 W main cabinet contains a 15”
subwoofer which brings it close to similar
cabinets based around 15” woofers like
JBL’s EONs or Yamaha’s DXRs. In fact, at
least on paper, the HD400 main cabinet
has a lower frequency response than
either of those models - although not as
low as Mackie’s Thumps. A low shelf port
disperses that low end, something similar
to the Simmons DA200S.

The Performance
The HD400 is another “quiet at rest”
system and this lack of hiss/hum
contributes to clear audio. The mids and
highs are very bright in smaller rooms but
obviously adjustable. I found them literally
just right in a much larger room. 

Stereo separation is quite pronounced -
and that’s a good thing. One of the best
ways I’ve found to test this is by playing the
Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs CD release of
Pink Floyd’s Money via the 1⁄8” stereo input.
It sounded great.

Although sent to me for review more on the
e-drumming side of things, KAT markets
this as a PA system, not simply a drum
monitor, so that’s how I spent most of my
testing time. We set it up for a gig in a

7igitalDRUMMER, November 2016 17
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former Gothic-style country church built in
1915. The space is 22’ wide and 33’ deep
(that includes the stage). The top of the
ceiling is 28’ with 10’ vertical from the floor
before it angles up to a point. It’s a
sizeable space that can seat around 100 to
120 people and far larger than a lot of bars
that have live music.

The band is typical rock with lead and
rhythm guitars, bass, drums (electronic, of
course), two keyboards, vocals by four
members, electronic percussion and even
an acoustic flute. The audience knows our
sound, so I figured they’d be a great test
group.

From the stage, I noticed that without
monitors, I could actually feel the bass
response from the drums and could hear
myself on vocals. The sound quality was
such that even with our admittedly small
monitors, we kept the volume on them
lower than usual. Normally, our vocalists
have ‘em cranked.

For the audience, the first question was:
'does the sound from this PA fill the
space?'. Yes, easily. We had plenty of
headroom. People commented on the
stereo separation and how they, too, could
feel the bass without being overwhelmed
by it. All too many bars and small clubs
tend to crank the bass and subs to the
point of drowning out everything else with
distorted low end. There was enough
“oomph” in the HD400 that we could have
done that in this space. Vocals were clean;
again, I hear muddy vocals at far too many
live venues.

We did very little with the onboard controls
because we use a Behringer Eurodesk
SL2442FX-Pro mixing board. We kept the
effects setting to Room Reverb and almost
all the controls at the 12 o’clock position.
When compared to the two Simmons
DA200S monitors/amps, we cut back a bit
on the subwoofer setting as the HD400
was clearly more powerful. 

I’d estimate that if using just the onboard
audio controls, smaller spaces would
require toning down of the mids and highs,
regardless of the effects setting. To test
those, I kicked off built-in songs from my

Yamaha DTX502 module and then
compared Hall Reverb, Chorus & Reverb
and Delay & Reverb to what I considered
the “default” Room Reverb. Yeah, they’re
different in smaller rooms, with the latter
two effects providing a more echoed
sound. I’m not sure how useful that might
be with a full band, but a couple of guitars
and a keyboard playing outside would
benefit. When tweaking with e-kits in mind,
I found the high shelf filter really helped at
moderate volume levels where the sub/low
sounds weren’t dominating, because this
system does lean “bright” in its overall
sound.

As an e-drum monitor, my knee jerk
reaction is that the HD400 is overkill. Then,
I remember seeing online posts from e-
drummers who use something like a pair of
JBL EONs with a 15” woofer for monitors.
If you’re that kind of e-drummer, the HD400
is perfect! For our live performance, I was
using both my DTX502 module and my
Roland TD-12 (with a separate snare for
brushes), plus we had an Alesis
SamplePad used by another member for
various percussion bits. Lows on the
HD400 were no problem. As mentioned
above, I could feel them from the stage.
They had resonance and power with the
sub level on the main cabinet sitting at just
the 10 o’clock position. 

I have my three toms panned L-C-R and
fills just rolled across the audience with the
right amount of separation and “oomph”
from the sub.  Gradually turning up the
main gain or even the sub just to see how
rattly I could make things didn’t drown out
the upper frequencies: I could always hear
the cymbals. Mid and hi ranges, because
of the great separation provided by the
satellites, cut through where I normally
have trouble with the chinas on the
DTX502 getting lost in the audio clutter.

On paper, the lows and bass response
shouldn’t compare “well” to my DA200S in
purely a monitor role. The DA200S’s specs
show it has a low-end frequency response
of 20 Hz as opposed to the 45 Hz of the
HD400. This is an example of how the
paper specs don’t reflect what you actually
hear. I’ve previously given a thumbs-up to
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the DA200S for what it does, but in order
to begin to match the lows and bass
response on the HD400, I had to max the
sub setting on the Simmons.  That still
didn’t get me to where the HD400 could
go. We’ve said for years that the biggest
consideration when aiming for that kind of
low and bass response isn’t the frequency
response on paper, but rather the size of
the woofer. In this case, the 12” woofer on
the DA200S simply cannot compete with
the 15” one on the HD400.

Conclusion
There are several portable PA systems
available: Fender’s Passport, Yamaha’s
Stagepas, JBL’s EON and Behringer’s
Europort all come to mind. Those are
based around a basic mixer and two-way
cabinets that typically have either a 10” or
12” woofer. With the HD400 2.1 approach,
there’s just Peavey’s TriFlex II, LD
Systems Dave 12 and HK Audio Lucas
Nano. 

A 2.1 setup provides a PA with far more
bass response, power and resonance than
any of the systems built around the 10” or
12” woofers. I’ve heard plenty of Passports
and Stagepases at informal events over
the years and none can compete with the
overall depth of sound of the HD400.

Given that e-drummers always ask about a
potential monitor system that effectively
doubles as a PA, the HD400 easily does
that. I’ve been using my dual Simmons
DA200S approach for years and after
rehearsals and one gig with the HD400, I
didn’t want to send it back. 

KAT aims at what’s been a somewhat
niche market with a system that should
satisfy the band’s e-drummer and the
band. It’s portable, sounds great and, at a
pinch, you don’t need a separate mixer.

Specifications
Output
Main Cabinet: 400W @ 4 Ohms
Satellites: 50W @ 8 Ohms
Headphones: 500mW @ 32 Ohms
Frequency Response:
System: 45Hz—15kHz
Sub: 45Hz–150Hz; Continuous/Peak SPL:
124/127dB
Satellites: 150Hz–15kHz; Continuous/Peak
SPL: 117/120dB
Hum/Noise: -55dBV (Controls turned down), -
50dBV (Controls turned halfway)
Input Impedence: 10K Ohms
Input Levels: -16dBV (Input 1 to get full
output); -10dBV (Input 2 to get full output); -
10dBV (Aux input to get full output), -10dBV
(1⁄8” Line In to get full output)
EQ: 60Hz, 800Hz, 10kHz
Power Requirements: 600W at full output,
26W when idle
Speakers
Main Cabinet: 15” (381mm) woofer (4 Ohms
rated 400W RMS)
Satellites: 6” midrange (152mm), 1” (25mm)
compression driver (8 Ohms rated 50W RMS)
Inputs: Four mono ¼”, one stereo XLR, one
stereo 1⁄8”
Outputs: One XLR Balanced (stereo), XLR
L/R, one stereo ¼”, one stereo 1⁄8”
Dimensions 
Main Cabinet: 16.2” deep, 18.6” wide, 23.8”
tall (411mm x 472mm x 604mm)
Satellites: 8.6” deep, 8.8” wide, 13” tall
(218mm x 223mm x 330mm)
Weight
Main Cabinet: 59 lb./27 kg
Satellites: 10 lb./4.5 kg
Street price: $799
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in 1997. Outstanding dynamics, realistic sound, great response and playability
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and a wider dynamic range to capture every nuance of the player’s technique.
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IN CASE YOU missed our May 2016 review,
Versatriggers are wireless drum triggers. The
initial product was a Versatrigger Box, a
compact trigger and transmitter box designed
to be installed into a drum shell. There’s also a
tiny Versatrigger Hub which connects via USB
to a computer and a free Versatrigger Studio
application that ties it all together.

We were blown away by the concept and the
execution, but did note a couple of niggles with
the original system. Firstly, the triggers were
tricky to dial in when used with larger heads.
And secondly, the system was incomplete
without cymbal triggers and a hi-hat solution.
After all, what was the point of wireless drums
if you still needed a TMI (trigger to MIDI
interface) to get cymbal and hi-hat triggering in
your VST?

What’s new?
Inventor Paul Piscoi has responded quickly to
customer feedback and came back with a
revised Versatrigger Box, a slightly tweaked
Versatrigger Hub, two totally new transmitter
boxes - the U-Box and the HH-Box – and an
updated Versatrigger Studio application to
accommodate the new gear.

The Versatrigger Box
now features a much

more substantial
trigger sensor

that is significantly fatter than the original and
therefore less sensitive than the original. The
firmer sensor cuts out some of the false-
triggering which accompanied larger heads
when used with the original boxes. However,
there’s no sacrifice in performance – if
anything, the trigger is now easier to dial in
using parameters of the VS software.

So, with the redesign, one issue has been
solved and the triggers now work as well on
larger drums as they do on small ones.

The second “shortcoming”, the lack of a
cymbal solution, has been neatly addressed by
the U-Box. Piscoi has resisted the temptation
to reinvent the wheel and instead of developing
his own range of cymbals, has opted for an
adaptor box which can be attached to any
‘standard’” electronic cymbal (one with a TRS
jack) and configured via the app.

I tested the U-Box with various cymbals,
including a current Roland CY-14C, a 682Drum
cymbal and a goedrum crash, and all were
easy to configure.  The cymbals all triggered
perfectly with limited manipulation of the
parameters. It is easy to configure bell, bow
and edge zones and the choke seemed to
work automatically (I couldn’t actually see any
choke tweaking options in the app).

The U-Box is, of course, not limited to cymbals
and I connected to several

More  Wireless  triggers 
They’ve been available for less than six
months, but already the Versatrigger range has
been refined and extended. Allan Leibowitz
reviews the updates.

Versatrigger’s
updated trigger
unit and the new
U-Box.

--Gear--
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trigger pads ranging from a Roland PD-128 to
the new Roland KT-9 kick trigger. I got great
response including excellent dynamics from
almost everything I connected, including a two-
zone ddt external trigger. The only exception
was an Aquarian onHead, which seemed too
“hot” for the U-Box, even when it was turned
down substantially.

The HH-Box takes two inputs: one from the
cymbal and one from the controller. The VT
Studio app has a separate HH Controller
screen where you calibrate and adjust the
crossover points.

I tested the hi-hat adaptor with a range of
trigger/controller combinations and got
excellent results with a Roland VH-12, the new
Roland FD-9, a Yamaha HH65 and a goedrum
VH-11 clone. 

Bottom line
The major reservation expressed when
Versatrigger made its debut was that it was
only a partial solution. Well, that’s no longer
true.

The addition of the U-Box and the HH-Box
means that drummers can now connect every

drum and cymbal in their kit to any VST without
the need for a module or TMI.

And, better still, they can do it wirelessly.

Those with e-drum kits can simply connect to
the boxes and start playing. And acoustic
drummers looking to make the switch can fit
the self-contained Versatrigger boxes inside
their existing shells, using either mesh or Mylar
heads, add some e-cymbals and away they go.

I was not able to measure latency with the
triggers, but they certainly didn’t feel at all
laggy – even the hi-hat, which is constantly
sending heaps of MIDI signals wirelessly.

So, this is a fully functional, effective and
‘stealthy’ triggering system that works with any
VST which requires MIDI triggering.

And the cost: €54 for the basic Versatrigger
Box or U-Box and €59 for the HH-Box. There
are also bundles which include the Hub (€59
for a trigger and hub, for example) and I’m sure
there will be special pricing for a full kit.

Remember that each Hub can support up to 25
inputs, so you could run an ambitious monster
kit on a single unit.



Multiple
options
in single
pedals

--Gear--

The move to bigger bass trigger pads makes
the choice of pedal even more important, and
digitalDrummer did a quick round-up of some
of the more popular pedals out there.
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Sonor Jojo Mayer Perfect Balance Pedal 
The Jojo Mayer Perfect Balance Pedal by Sonor is touted
as “a carefully calibrated system that optimises the linear
translation of your foot movements and makes many
adjustments expendable”.

The drive cam and beater hub are streamlined into
a single unit for low mass and calibrated for
balanced strokes. A round cam design creates
linear acceleration that is an advantage for
many hybrid techniques.

A ballistic fibre strap minimises inertia
of the drive system and offers a
quicker and smoother response than
chain or solid drives, but the pedal
can also be retrofitted with a double
chain.

A revolutionary quick self-mount
affixes the pedal with a single
motion, while the clamp adjusts
to all hoop thicknesses. 

The pedal also easily folds into a
compact size at the click of a
button. 

Street price: $279

Trick Pro 1-V Detonator
The Trick Pro 1-V Detonator Single Bass Drum Pedal is
made of titanium, billet aluminium, stainless and hardened
steel, and machined on the latest state-of-the-art CNC
equipment. 

The Pro 1-V Detonator utilises an internally housed
compression spring with the ability to cycle faster and
utilise energy more efficiently. 

The split-cam system allows the player to infinitely
and independently adjust the beater from the drive
cam angle with a 360-degree range of smooth yet solid
settings, while a three-position cluster gives the player
separate adjustments for the footboard angle, pedal
action, and throw. Another unique feature is the Slide-
Trac Rapid Release Hoop Clamp which streamlines
set-up time.  The Pro 1-V Detonator will fit snugly
and perfectly on any brand of bass drum hoop,
regardless of the width or thickness. 

Street price: $389
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DW 9000 Single Pedal
The flagship of the DW pedal line-up, the DW 9000
Single Pedal, features multiple patented innovations
such as a free-floating rotor-drive system, rotating swivel
spring and infinitely adjustable cam allowing a
more direct transfer of energy that optimises the
stroke for more power and precision.

The speed and fluidity of the 9000 series pedals
is due to a multi-bearing system that reduces
friction and improves feel.

The pedal is chain-driven, but to cater to
preferences, 9000 Series bass drum pedals
also include a nylon strap for easy
conversion.

A dual adjustable toe clamp ensures the
pedal and drum stay connected to any
kick drum hoop.

Street price: $319

Tama Speed Cobra
The Speed Cobra HP910LN is a single kick pedal
with an extra long, smooth-surface footboard for
added leverage. It also has a wider baseplate
and frame for stability. 

The LiteSprocket Rolling Glide
symmetrical cam incorporates a
double chain, which together
with the HP910LN’s longer
footboard provides maximum
speed and power throughout
the entire cycle of the pedal's
stroke. The Speedo-Ring
rocker cam eliminates spring
friction with a high-quality,
built-in ballbearing rocker. 

The HP910LN’s Quick-Hook
spring attachment eliminates
wobbling, provides maximum power
transmission to the Speedo-Ring, and helps
facilitate quicker setup. To further improve speed
and beater stroke action, the adjustable Cobra Coil
spring-return constantly works to push the footboard back
to its original position, tightening the relationship between
the player's foot and the pedal.

The Para-Clamp II Pro holds the pedal securely to the
bass drum hoop without scratching it or slipping, thanks to
an enlarged rubber-padded clamp piece. 

Street price: $79
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Ludwig Atlas Standard Bass Drum Pedal
The new Ludwig Atlas Standard Bass Drum Pedal
is built for a high-velocity level of performance.
All appointments are infinitely adjustable for
precise, customised feel and lasting stability.
This pedal offers a wide range of adjustment
options from the beater to the footboard to spring
tension.

This pedal also offers lightweight, durable and quick
performance by way of the Speedster aluminium pedal
board, solid steel baseplate and advanced drive
system. 

At the heart of the design is the dual-chain
and sprocket drive with an improved
spring mechanism. Ballbearing pivots
on both ends of the spring
reduce resistance and
increase spring life.

Street price: $70

Gibraltar 9711GS G-Class 
The new G-Class was inspired by the demand
for a pedal that could offer an ideal blend of
power, speed and style. The pedal is loaded
with new ground-breaking control features.
The unique design eliminates set-up
complexities, and allows the player to fine-tune the
pedal’s “feel” quickly and precisely. 

The sculpted single pillar frame with enclosed spring
tension system is designed to set and play. The two-point
cam adjustment alters resistance and motion to suit
your playing style, and beater balance can be fine-
tuned using swap-out magnet weights. 

The cast metal rock plate ensures pedal
stability and durability. Pedal movement is
eliminated by twin stabiliser spurs and
anti-skid rubber base.

Street price: $135
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DW Machined Direct Drive Single Pedal
The MDD (Machined Direct Drive) pedal is the first-
ever DW direct drive pedal and the only direct drive
pedal on the market featuring Floating Rotor
Technology. The result is quick, smooth,
responsive and powerful. 

The MDD is machined from solid aluminium
and features an Optimized Fulcrum Geometry
linkage to offer smooth, effortless action with
just the right amount of beater throw. Other
standard features include a newly-designed,
solid aluminium, perforated footboard with a
contoured heel plate, interlocking Delta
hinge, Threaded Bearing Technology in the
drive linkage and cam, Tri-Pivot swivel toe
clamp, solid aluminium direct-drive cam
with pivot adjustment, Vertical Sliding
Spring Adjustment and a control
beater with adjustable
weight/impact.

Street price: $497

Pearl Eliminator Demon Drive
The Pearl Eliminator Demon Drive uses self-aligning
spherical bearings to ensure the footboard and
direct link drive are always in perfect alignment,
and special high-speed Ninja bearings on the
axles all work in perfect sync to create
one of the smoothest and fastest kick
drum pedals on the planet.

The Demon Drive pedal features Pearl's
exclusive Duo-Deck, the world's first
convertible footboard. 

The pedal includes a two-position
beater stroke adjustment and two-
position direct link adjustment.
Both adjustable features allow the
player to create a slightly lighter or
heavier feel of the pedal depending on
their preferred setting. 

The click-lock spring tension system prevents the
tension knob from loosening. 

Street price: $299
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digitalDrummer: Narada, let’s begin with
your drumming background. How did you
get started?
Narada Michael Walden: I feel I was born to
play drums. It’s always been my calling and my
passion. I started playing pots and pans, boxes
and pillows – anything I could play along with a
record - and for Christmas when I was about
five, my father and mother got me a toy drum
kit with paper heads. I destroyed it in one
afternoon. But with that kit, I found the same
relaxing feeling that I have now when I play. 

By the age of 10, I was able to get a snare
drum and then a little drum set my grandfather
bought me for $100, and there was a drum
teacher in downtown Kalamazoo called Tom
Carey. He taught me basic rudiments - five-
stroke rolls, seven-stroke rolls, paradiddles –
and then I’d watch him play, watch his right foot
against his left hand and how he broke things
down. And then I got another teacher who
taught me The Chapin Book which taught me
independency. My teacher had played with
Stevie Wonder, and he was so hip and told me
‘you don’t have to play hi-hat on two and four
anymore, just play it where it feels right’. Then
Stevie Wonder came to town, and he blew my
mind with his beat on the ride bell, kick and
snare: ding-ding-diga-ding; ding-ding-diga-
dang … Now, if you could play that sort of stuff,
you got a lot of respect in Michigan, where we
had a lot of talented people. 

dD: So at what point did you realise that
drumming could be your living?
NMW: Drumming was the only thing I wanted
to do, but the question was how I was going to
make it. To make it is so difficult. By the time I
was 11, I was playing music in clubs, starting

with my friend Joel Brooks, who played organ.
His uncle owned the Ambassador Lounge,
where we did our first gig. I later joined Deacon
Williams and the Soul Revival when they came
through town and needed a drummer.

dD: And what about your big break? Tell us
how your career kicked off.
NMW: It’s really through one great individual,
John McLaughlin. I went to the Mahavishnu
Orchestra show and I was so turned on by
what I saw him do with Billy Cobham. It was
Hartford, Connecticut, after the Birds of Fire
album, and it must have been 20 minutes: just
the two of them. It was so long, it couldn’t have
been contrived at all. There were like 19s in
that, and they’d stop on a dime and go back
into it. And I thought, ‘whatever this guy is
doing, I want to be like him’.

Anyway, I was able to go backstage and I
introduced myself to John and said: ‘I want to
be like you. Whatever you’re doing, that’s what
I want to do’. So he told me I had to meet his
guru, Sri Chinmoy. I went to see him and
realised this was where the power was coming
from and became his disciple that night. I
started praying and meditating and by the time
I was 21, I was playing in Mahavishnu.

dD: After your stint with Mahavishnu, you
played with some big names. Who stands
out among them?
NMW: Obviously, Wayne Shorter and Joe
Zawinul in Weather Report where I brought
along Jaco Pastorius on bass. Those guys
were pivotal. And Tommy Bolin on Marching
Powder. Playing with Robert Fripp on
Breathless and with Allan Holdsworth on Velvet
Darkness was great. And then as a producer,

Narada Michael Walden started off as a drummer, but
has a string of Grammy and Emmy awards to his name
as a producer of number one hits. As he tells
digitalDrummer editor Allan Leibowitz, electronic drums
are an important part of his hit-making arsenal.
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Stacy Lattisaw, Sister Sledge and Aretha and
Whitney Houston …

dD: Certainly big names there …
NMW: And a lot of them weren’t big. Whitney
wasn’t known, a lot of them weren’t. I think the
secret is finding their sound and knowing
what’s happening on radio at the time and
taking their core strength to get them there. I
love that – marrying those strengths. And it
was really Quincy Jones who got me there, by
telling me ‘we need more producers – more
helpers’. 

dD: Okay, so that’s the people side of your
career. Let’s talk a bit about gear. When did
you first encounter electronic percussion?
NMW: Very early on, I was playing big
electronic kits going back to the Simmons kits.
On Whitney’s So Emotional, I played the whole
song onto an Emu and then played it back
quantised. And a lot of my earlier work was a
mixture of electronic elements - playing pads
as well as acoustic drums. But before that, I’d
played those Star Wars sounds on the toms
and all that stuff. 

dD: So what did electronics add for you?
NMW: I did a lot of electronics, playing pads
and quantising …

dD: Surely someone with your skill playing
in 7/19 and 13/11 doesn’t need quantising?
NMW: Oh, I do. Hit records are about precision
and you can be good, but when you want that
pulse and you want it spot-on, you use the help
you can get from electronics. I’m a big fan of
quantisation – loose, tight, all kinds.

dD: And what gear do you currently have in
your studio?
NMW: I have a Roland TD-30 with a standard
configuration - kick with double pedal, snare,
four toms, ride, two crashes and hi-hat. And my
live kit can also be connected to add sounds
that I like. 

dD: And with the TD-30, are you using stock
sounds or triggering VSTs?
NMW: Usually, I’ll find a patch that suits the
song, then we will customise it by tuning it and
selecting certain sounds that work for the song.
I also trigger drums in ProTools using sound
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replacers, or by hand. We have a huge variety
of drum samples to choose from, but we do
lean on the Steven Slate sounds a lot. We also
rely heavily on Stylus. That’s my studio gear.
Live, I play mostly an acoustic kit, unless the
song calls for electronics.

dD: Interesting that you like mixing
acoustics and electronics and that you’re
so into quantising. What would you say to
those who think that’s cheating?
NMW: These things are tools. Fire may be
dangerous, but it’s also good for keeping you
warm. I use what I have to to be competitive. If
I want a sound and technology gives it to me, I
want that power. Is it cheating? I don’t care
what you call it as long as it lets me make bad-
ass records. That’s me as a producer.

dD: But as a drummer, what do you think?
You started playing on pillows and boxes,
but kids today have access to kits where
they hit one pad and it plays a solo. So are
they missing out?
NMW: You can look at that two ways: yes,
maybe they are missing out on something, on
learning how to be creative and all. But, on the
other hand, the fact that they have that kind of
tool is like mind-opening for them. Where I had

five colours and had to mix them to make new
ones, they have a hundred colours that they
can use. It’s really about the imagination and
the artist, not the number of colours. But I think
the thing is that we are progressing: a kid can
watch Miles Davis, can watch Billy Cobham,
can watch anybody (thanks to YouTube and
the Internet). They are just miles ahead as kids
and drummers because they have so much
information that we just didn’t have. It’s
incredible.

dD: And where is this all going?
NMW: I think acoustic drums are beautiful and
will always be around. But with triggering, you
can still enjoy that plus add so much more.
With electronics, you can play along, delay
stuff, make stuff happen.
Editor’s note: Narada (a Hindu term for a
travelling musician and enlightened storyteller)
is a deeply spiritual person. He is also very
keen to share his blessings and established
the Narada Michael Walden Foundation to
help fund music education programs for
children. The foundation aims to enable youth
to experience creativity, love and delight
through music, and be inspired to make a
productive contribution to the community and
the world.

Kaz Rodriguez
Artist/Composer

“Whether I’m playing live gigs 
or recording my own tracks, 
combining acoustics and 
electronics lets me enhance 
my drumming and opens up so 
many opportunities. Today’s 
drummers should embrace 
technology— not dismiss it. 
Why not take advantage of the 
best of both worlds?”

Michael Schack
Netsky/Milk Inc.

“I play acoustic drums and 
hybrid setups but it’s the full 
e-drum sets that have allowed 
me to perform on some of the 
world’s biggest stages over 
the past 20 years. Without 
e-drums, I would never have 
been able to have a drumming 
career that’s still expanding.”

Brendan Buckley 
Shakira/Tegan and Sara

“I’m a big proponent of mixing 
acoustic and electronic drum 
sounds, especially within the 
realm of contemporary pop 
music.”

Cherisse Ofosu-Osei 
Simple Minds/Brian Ferry

“I’ve been using a hybrid kit 
for years. Electronics have 
become an essential part of 
modern drumming— even 
if you only use e-drums to 
replicate recorded drum 
sounds in live performances. 
Pads, multipads, triggers... 
technology adds so much to 
the drummer’s toolbox.”

Kimberly Thompson 
Kimberly Thompson Quartet

“Every song has its own 
feeling and its own sound. 
With e-drums I can program 
completely different sounding 
kits for each song and access 
them at the touch of a button 
in the studio or on stage.”
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2012 Roland V-Drums US champion Pat
Kennedy talks about how e-drums have
shaped his career.
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How I use e-drums
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MY PARENTS BOUGHT me a Fraggle
Rock drum kit when I was three years
old; little did they know that this would be
the beginning of my drumming career. I
grew up in the suburbs of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania in a small town called
Butler. In the fourth grade, I joined the
elementary band and started taking
percussion lessons once a week. I
quickly excelled to be in the full concert
band after about six or seven lessons. My
parents and grandparents saw my love
for the drums, so they bought me my first
real drum kit when I was 12 years old. 

Everything sort of took off from there. I
stayed in band all through high school as
a member of the marching band, concert band,
and jazz band – during which I was selected
for various regional and honour bands
throughout Western Pennsylvania.

In 2000, I went on to study Music Education at
Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania, and
toured Europe as part of the SRU Jazz
Ensemble. I was also selected as a member of
the 2003 Disneyland All-American College
Band in Anaheim, California. I graduated with
my Bachelor of Science in Music Education in
2004 and immediately moved to Austin, Texas,
where I earned a Master of Music degree in
Jazz Performance at the University of Texas at
Austin in 2006. Since living in Austin, I have
performed extensively throughout the state and
across the US. Currently, I perform with
Grammy Award-winning country artist Rick
Trevino, as well as various other jazz and rock
bands in the area. Additionally, I have been a
full-time middle school band director for the
past nine years, teaching all instruments to
thousands of students in the Austin area. 

My e-drum experience has been a more recent
addition to my performance career. Although I
had dabbled with a Roland TD-20 in college,
my first real experience with e-drumming came
when I entered the 2011 Roland V-Drum
National Championship Competition. Although
I lost in the semi-final round that year, I learned
from this experience, put my new-found
knowledge to good use, and won the 2012
Roland V-Drums National Championship. I
then had the honour of representing the United
States at the 2013 Roland V-Drums World
Championship in Frankfurt, Germany. Since
then, I have had the pleasure of serving as an
active artist/clinician with Roland US,
presenting clinics, demonstrations, and
performances at various locations across the

United States, including the annual winter
NAMM Show in Anaheim, California. 

I use e-drums extensively in my performance
and recording career. My clinics and product
demonstrations with Roland focus on HYBRID
DRUMMING TECHNIQUES – the
incorporation of electronic and acoustic drums
together. In these performances, I use a range
of Roland products which include the TM-2
trigger module, RT-30 series drum triggers,
SPD-SX sampling pad, SPD-30 Octapad, BT-1
bar triggers and KT-10 trigger pedals, as well
as various V-Drums modules such as the TD-
30 and TD-25. For my day-to-day gigs with
Rick Trevino, cover bands and other groups, I
use various combinations of the SPD-SX,
SPD-30, TM-2, RT-30 triggers and BT-1
triggers to add high-quality percussion sounds,
enhancement layers, loops, and tracks into live
performances. Additionally, I have recorded
several albums with Austin-based experimental
rock band Opposite Day (of which I was a
long-time member) that featured the SPD-30
Octapad’s percussive and looping capabilities. 

By incorporating electronics into my set-up and
into my performance repertoire, I have opened
myself to a whole new world of possibilities
when it comes to drumming, and am able to
create sounds that can be seamlessly
integrated into performances. More
importantly, I am able to serve whatever music
I am performing in a more meaningful way than
if it were just acoustic drums alone. When I
work with an artist who has a specific musical
idea in mind, I am able to step forward and
make it happen using e-drum technology.
Electronic drums empower the drummer to
become the musical driver of the band, taking
the lead in making the music truly come to life
– on stage or in the studio! 
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E-DRUMMERS ARE A different breed, for
sure. We’re always looking for the most
realistic and responsive solutions for
electronic drumming and seeking out the
best drum modules, pads and sounds that
fit our budget. With so many drum modules
and sample libraries available today, it’s
hard to keep up. But there’s another
product on the market that we as e-
drummers should consider: the DAW.

DAW stands for Digital Audio Workstation
and refers to the software package you
can use as your primary recording solution
and host for third-party plugins. Many e-
drummers may have ignored the
importance of a DAW, simply because they
don’t have a need to record or deal with
multi-track editing. All of their drum sounds

come from the drum module and some
even come with recording capabilities.
However, using DAW software may offer
some exciting options that can make your
e-drumming experience even more
enjoyable.

Below is a list of some popular DAW
options:

1. Ableton Live
2. Cakewalk Sonor
3. Cubase
4. Digital Performer
5. FL Studio
6. Logic Pro
7. Pro Tools
8. Studio One 
9. Reaper

to creativity
Luke Oswald explores Digital Audio
Workstations and how they can be
used for e-drumming.
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Reasons to use a DAW

1. Recording audio/MIDI: You can easily record both audio and
MIDI within most of today’s modern DAWs. This allows you to
capture your live performance sessions in real time with the
ability to edit that performance afterwards. You can choose to
record the MIDI itself, which you can then use to trigger any
sampled sounds from your DAW. Additionally, you can record
audio directly from your drum module or even from your VST
sample libraries. 

2. Access to more sample libraries: One of the biggest
advantages to using a DAW is the ability to use virtually any
sample library available on the market. If your goal is to find the
most realistic drum sounds, sample libraries are without a doubt
the best option. Sample libraries are actual recordings of real
drums and provide a level of detail unavailable anywhere else. 

These sample libraries are often available in stand-alone mode,
meaning they can run without the need for a DAW. However,
many products on the market do require a DAW host. Either
way, using a DAW ensures that you have access to all of the
amazing drum sample libraries available today and in the future.
Some DAWs even ship with their own stock drum sample
libraries, allowing you to take advantage of high-quality drum
samples without purchasing additional software.
digitalDRUMMER, November 2016 37
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3. Channel FX: Many of the DAW software packages provide a
long list of stock plugins that you can use to augment your drum
sounds. Taking the time to learn and implement audio production
techniques can have a drastic impact on the sound of your
drums. Using a DAW allows you to take advantage of many of
these audio production and sound design tools and most DAWs
ship with more than you’d ever need. There’s also an entire
market dedicated to the development of third-party plugins that
run inside your DAW of choice - everything from EQ to
compressors, delay, convolution reverb and mastering limiters.
You can even purchase plugins that emulate the sound of classic
vintage hardware to get that “analogue” sound. All of this is
available for use within a DAW.

4. Multi-channel routing options: Using a DAW provides you
with a multitude of routing options. If you’re using a higher-end
drum module with multiple outputs or a VST (sample library) that
allows you to configure multiple outputs, you can set up your
DAW to take advantage of each of these outputs. This allows you
to add discrete FX to individual channels, such as the kick, snare
and room mics. 

You can also take these channels and perform additional bus
routing functions within your DAW. Typical examples would be
routing all drum channels into a single drum bus to apply effects
to all drum channels simultaneously or using the channel “sends”
to route a copy of the signal to a bus channel for parallel
processing. 
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Lastly, you can take any of the channels configured within your
DAW and route them to an actual output on your audio interface.
For live performances, you could route the kick, snare, hats, etc.
to individual outputs on a multi-channel audio device. These
outputs could then feed into the front-of-house mixer for further
processing. 

5. Analogue emulation: Analogue emulation is something that
many e-drummers may not even think of, but I believe it’s an
important consideration. Software technology has reached the
point where developers have very closely replicated the entire
circuit path and hardware response of analogue gear such as
vintage compressors and EQs.  Analogue emulation software
plugins can give you that analogue sound that may be missing,
especially when using electronic drums. 

There are many analogue emulation products on the market
today developed by companies such as Slate Digital, Softube,
Universal Audio and Waves. However, many of today’s DAWs
offer their own take on analogue emulation from within the
software itself. Either way, adding a little bit of analogue mojo to
your electronic drum sounds could provide a bit more of that
realism you’re looking for. 

If you’re an e-drummer who has always used onboard drum
module sounds or even if you use products like EZdrummer,
BFD and Addictive Drums, becoming familiar with a DAW and
the functionality it provides can open up a new world of
possibilities for drum production, recording and performing. 

• Luke Oswald is a content provider for Groove3.com as
well as a drummer, educator, mix/mastering engineer and
the founder of DrumAngle.com, an online resource for all
things related to electronic drumming. His training
tutorials can be found here. 
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ONE OF THE attractions of Zildjian’s
Gen16 cymbal line is the ability to tweak
the sounds of the cymbals. 

For those unfamiliar with the Gen16s, they
are low-volume acoustic cymbals with
pickups, and the system includes a Digital
Cymbal Processor which modifies the input
before it goes into an amplifier.

Unlike a drum module, the DCP has few
onboard functions: you can simply select
presets and adjust volume, reverb and
panning.

The real sound tweaking happens
externally – on a computer hooked up to
the DCP, and the system initially shipped
with a powerful editing program, the Gen16
DCP Access Tool. With the original tool, it
was possible to adjust various tonal
qualities through a three-band EQ and a
bunch of other filters and tuning controls.

Zildjian has replaced the original tool with a
new version that sits more comfortably with
the app generation: a simplified interface
with fewer controls using what the
company is calling “common drummer-
friendly” terms.

The new tool also reduces the number of
controls screens to two – a Kit screen and
an Edit screen.

The user interface is “in your face”: big
icons let you know which cymbal you’re
editing and then five large sliders allow you
to adjust pitch, tone, stick attack, wash and
reverb. For each parameter, it’s clear what
the changes mean – for example, tone
ranges from bright to dark.

It’s easy to save resets to one of the 50-
odd blank user kits (each cymbal has 99
presets).

Gen16 tool gets
a makeover
The Gen16 software editor has had
a revamp and Allan Leibowitz
tried out the new version.
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The current version ships with around 25
presets or tone shapes, optimised for the
latest crop of Buffed Bronze cymbals and
DirectSource pickups. 

The presets include the “stock factory”
presets which are mostly neutral, as well
as two sets of “designer” shapes from
Gen16 artists Russ Miller and Simon
Edgoose. The signature shapes add some
colour to the cymbal tones, with the Miller
versions generally darker and the Edgoose
tones on the brighter end. But these are
just the starting point, and can be further
tweaked and resaved as new shapes.

If you really want to deep dive and fully
understand cone filters and limiters, you
may be best sticking with the Legacy DCP
Access tool (ie. the original tool) which is
still available for download on the
revamped Gen16 website. However, you
will not be able to update the DCP
firmware with the old tool, and you’ll miss
out on any future updates.

And, in case you’re curious, while it’s
possible to keep both tools on your
computer, the latest changes mean you
can’t do the editing with the old tool and
then export them to the DCP with the new
one.

If you’re a plug and play kind of drummer,
you’ll love the elegant simplicity of the new
tool. It will be particularly helpful to those
who don’t have a solid grasp of audio
technology and may not be familiar with
some of the terminology.

The new version is clearly easier to use
than the original and while it may not be as
detailed, it does allow you to get quick
results.

The new DCP Access Tool can be
downloaded here.

Coming in

February

Brendan Buckley
Shakira’s drummer tells us
about how he got started
and how he uses e-drums.

Roland’s new flagship
digitalDrummer was
among the first to try the
new TD-50 and we report
on how it performed.

New at NAMM
digitalDrummer hits
Anaheim in January to see
what’s new on the market.

All this and more in the next edition of
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E-cajon and
beyond 

Much like the acoustic percussive box on
which they are based, electronic cajons are
popping up all over the place. This month’s
DIY project is an e-cajon with a twist, from
Canadian Antonio de Braga. 
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THE IDEA CAME to me 15 years ago. I first
built smaller cajons and I decided I wanted to
make one that could be played like an upright
bass.

So, for this one I used Fir wood from British
Columbia for the sides because it's light and
has a nice rich grain to it. For the front, I used
1⁄8” Birch plywood, and 1⁄4" for the back. All
panels are screwed, except the front lower
portion which was glued.

I used Pulse Red Hot triggers and installed
them in the middle of each panel, with rubber
washers to minimise crosstalk.

There is no crosstalk at all, since each piece of
plywood is isolated and doesn’t touch another.
The secret is getting each piece of wood to
float, and if you do so, you can virtually
eliminate crosstalk. Occasionally, if I hit the
bass panel too hard, I’ll get a little bleed – and
that’s because this panel is fixed with glue.

The last step was using oil to finish. 

I’ve ended up with five zones, which I use to
trigger my Roland TD-10 brain which has five
free inputs because I don’t use the cymbal
inputs since I play Gen16 cymbals.
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THIS IS MY first lesson here and it looks at
fills which can be applied to different styles
or grooves. 

Exercises 1 and 2 are for beginners. The
figures are triplets, and your focus should
be on accuracy rather than speed. Once
you have mastered the exercises, you can
gradually play them faster. 

Exercises 3 and 4 are for intermediates
and are based on sextuplets. 

Exercise 3 is a feet and hands
combination, where you have to be careful
with the sticking. You can practise it at
different speeds. Again, accuracy is more
important than speed, and you’ll need to

make sure the movements you do with
your hands don't mess with the ones you
do with your feet. 

Exercise 4 adds ghost notes and notes
with accents, allowing you to add
dynamics.

Exercise 5 is for advanced players. It is
also based on sextuplets, but it also has
accents and ghost notes for variety. Once
more, I suggest you increase your pace
slowly, making sure you strike the notes
correctly. 

If your kit is smaller than mine, feel free to
play it in your own way. 

To access these exercises, click here. 

This edition sees the start of a new
educational feature. Raul Vargas kicks
it off with some fills.

Finding your
fill
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Beginner

Raul Vargas is from Victoria, Tamaulipas, Mexico. His music
education includes a qualification from Berklee College of
Music in Boston.

Raul has studied with musicians like Luis Conte, Dom
Famularo, Pablo Bencid, Javier Barrera, Yoron Israel, Jim
Payne, Mark Walker and Mark Guiliana. 

He has performed at international music festivals and held
clinics for leading drum brands.

Besides private lessons in Mexico, Raul does online training
with students in Latin America, Europe and Asia.

His endorsements include Roland, Istanbul Mehmet, Vic Firth,
Evans and Cympad.

Advanced
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This month’s oversized kit belongs to Keegan
Ostrowski, 19, from San Diego, California.
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My

MONSTERMONSTERkit

Keegan’s kit
Pads: Five toms customised from stock
mylar head shells and two NR6 tubular
external pads. Snares and kicks:
Custom Pintech snare, Alesis snare,
Pintech CKV kick drum and a Pintech
KD3 inverted kick drum. 
Cymbals: Two 14" and one 16" Pintech
PC dual-zone/choke crashes, two 10" PC
single-zone splashes, inverted 10" PC
single-zone mini china, 18" Pintech
VisuLite single-zone china, 18" PC dual-
zone ride with bell and two 10" Alesis hi-
hats. 
Hardware: Off-Set USA custom double
pedal, DDrum single pedal with the
Pintech IN-WB inverted wood beater,
Yamaha and Roland hi-hat controllers,
stock Yamaha and Roland rack, PDP and
Griffin stands. 
Modules: Roland TD-6V and Yamaha
DTXtreme Classic.
Electronics: TC Electronic Ditto X2
looper pedal running into a Yamaha

Stagepas 300 and a custom MIDI merger
running into a Focusrite Scarlett 6i6 to
record in Reaper.

Keegan’s story
I started drumming in high school, initially
in drumline, but then switched to a kit. I
started with just a small Yamaha kit, but
customised the stock shells into toms.

I've been working with Ryan Guard of
Pintech for a few years to build up the
rest of the kit to be big enough for me to
express what I need to play.

Originally, I was trying to assemble a kit
large enough to record the drums for my
album, Ilusen's Fallacy, but I wasn't able
to collect the parts in time.

I mainly use the kit to record covers and
practise and hope to use it to record the
soundtrack of the video game I'm
developing.
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Share your kit
If you’d like others to enjoy your kit, albeit from afar, contact
digitalDrummer and we’ll make it happen.
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HI-HAT ADAPTERS CONVERSION KITS

gearGuide

CONVERSION KITS KIT SUBSTITUTES
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Acoustic to electronic conversion kits
• One size fits all drums

• Rear entry 1/4” jack (no soldering)

• Works with all drum controllers

• Durable hi-tech construction

• Simple to install/fully adjustable

Visit us at 
convertiblepercussions.com

Or search for us on Ebay and YouTube

Convertible Percussions
HHooMMEE ooFF TThhEE DDRRUUmm TTRRiiGGGGEERR

         

ZOURMAN
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E-DRUM KITS  DRUM TRAINING 

MESH HEADS MARKETING

gearGuide

GOING
GOING
GONE

Your ad here
for less than $200

CLICK HERE

ONLY A FEW LEFT
Hart Dynamics has stopped trading and
its famed mesh heads, made by Aquarian,
are fast disappearing.
This is your last chance to grab these
quality heads in Australia.
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DEALERwww.diamondelectronicdrums.com

Diamond’s drums are hand-crafted to your
exact specifications, using the best

components and finishes.
These kits are built to play - and to last.
Affordable quality never looked so good.

    

         

Good, better, Diamond.

Introducing 
Diamond Concert Plus
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Have your say
Vote now and help us choose the products of the
year, the best retailer and the e-drummer you admire
most.
Cast your vote by clicking here. 

Select the best 

Each year, our readers have
their say about new products
in the annual
digitalDrummer Readers’
Choice awards.
The awards are an
acknowledgement of
excellence for manufacturers
and retailers, letting them
know what products and
services you value most.
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